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a b s t r a c t

Today, power generation from clean and renewable resources such as wind and solar is of great
salience. Smart grid technology efficiently responds to the increasing demand for electric power.
Intelligent monitoring, control, and maintenance of wind energy facilities are indispensable to increase
the performance and efficiency of smart grids (SGs). Integration of state-of-the-art machine learning
algorithms and vision sensor networks approaches pave the way toward enhancing the wind farms’
performance. The generating power in a wind turbine farm is the most critical parameter that should
be measured accurately. Produced power is highly related to weather patterns, and a new farm in a
near area is also likely to have similar energy generation. Therefore, accurate and perpetual prediction
models of the existing wind farms can be led to develop new stations with lower costs. The paper
aims to estimate the angular velocity of turbine blades using vision sensors and signal processing. The
high wind in the wind farm can cause the camera to vibrate in successive frames, and the noise in the
input images can also strengthen the problem. Thanks to couples of solid computer vision algorithms,
including FAST (Features from Accelerated Segment Test), SIFT (Scale-Invariant Feature Transform),
SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features), BF (Brute-Force), FLANN (Fast Library for Approximate Nearest
Neighbors), AE (Autoencoder), and SVM (support vector machines), this paper accurately localizes the
Hub and track the presence of the Blade in consecutive frames of a video stream. The simulation
results show that determining the hub location and the blade presence in sequential frames results in
an accurate estimation of wind turbine angular velocity with 95.36% accuracy.

© 2021 Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

In recent years, prolific population growth and industrial
evelopment have increased the demand for renewable energy.
he existing power grid is heavily dependent on bulk electricity
eneration using conventional fossil fuels. Fossil fuels have been
he dominant sources of energy for years, but due to their restric-
ions and irreparable damages to our environment, there is global
emand to reform power generation by moving away from fossil
uel power plants and switching to renewable energy sources
Rehmani et al., 2018). On the other hand, there is an increasing
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global trend to migrate from legacy power systems to emerg-
ing SG infrastructures for the near future. SGs provide efficient
and controllable energy consumption found on the innovative
technologies in communication, data processing, and control (Hu
et al., 2014; Abedini et al., 2019; Bahaghighat et al., 2019; Ba-
haghighat and Motamedi, 2016, 2017; Esmaeili Kelishomi et al.,
2019). Smart grid developments shift the curriculum of power
systems toward final smart grids (Hu et al., 2014).

Wind energy is considered as the most reliable and renewable
distributed generation (DG) in smart grids (SGs). As the demand
for wind energy continues to grow significantly, attempts aimed
at improving wind turbine (WT) reliability and efficiency have
become a top priority in maintenance strategies. Therefore, they
are fundamental features that need to be guaranteed in future
in a smart grid (Li et al., 2015; Colak et al., 2015). As such, a
significant number of researches have been devoted to improving
ng and computer vision to estimate the angular velocity of wind turbines in smart

WT reliability, prediction, and diagnostics for emerging failures of
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T sub-sets (Igba et al., 2015; Nie and Wang, 2013; Pérez et al.,
013).
In SGs, accurate and real-time data gathering becomes the

ajor concern for reliable supply. Real-time and proactive condi-
ion monitoring, fast diagnostics with fault localization, and smart
rotections in power systems can essentially prevent the effects
f the field equipment failures, capacity constraints, and natural
henomena and disasters (Stetco et al., 2019; Li et al., 2018;
an et al., 2019; Yan and Jia, 2019; Jiménez et al., 2019), hence
oth disturbances and outages would be reduced. In this respect,
mart and cost-effective monitoring and control enabled by real-
ime and robust measuring/metering technologies have become
rucial to provide and extend the safety, reliability, efficiency,
nd availability of the smart grid (Gungor and Lambert, 2006;
ungor and Hancke, 2009; Lu and Gungor, 2009; Yang et al.,
007). The grid controls the network of distributed units through
ardware and software technologies. The hardware technology
ncludes several smart meters, sensors, power generation, and
istribution machines, and power storage (Cintuglu et al., 2016).
With the developing infrastructures to capture large amounts

f data in the emerging power systems, data analysis plays a
ital role in future smart grids. In addition to traditional me-
ers, various types of data acquisition devices are implemented
orldwide, including RTU (remote terminal units), IDEs (intelli-
ent electronic devices), PMU (phasor measurement units), AMI
advanced metering infrastructure), and smart meters. With the
dvancement in sensor technology, connecting large numbers
f sensors into wireless sensor networks (WSN) has become a
rend in many industries to capture data generated by machines,
evices, and people (Gungor et al., 2010). WSN and its particular
ase wireless multi-media sensor networks (WMSN) have also
een widely concerned for smart grid applications (Fadel et al.,
015; Erol-Kantarci and Mouftah, 2011a,b).
The excessive amounts of data collected by low, middle, and

igh-end devices in WMSNs are fundamental to effective moni-
oring, control, and analysis in smart grids. This critical informa-
ion is of great importance, which has led to use machine learning
nd computer vision methods for smart monitoring and intelli-
ent control of various infrastructures and devices in the smart
rid. These techniques improve the quality of monitoring and
ontrol of smart grids remarkably (Rudin et al., 2011; Anderson
t al., 2011; Fadlullah et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011).
Several works have been done regarding to controlling wind

urbines based on wind speed estimations (Jena and Rajendran,
015). Authors in Li et al. (2001), developed a four input artificial
eural network (ANN) to estimate the power generation as a diag-
ostic and prediction tool. They predicted the produced power by
ach turbine based on data measurements of wind speed and di-
ection. In Mert et al. (2016), hourly and daily datasets of weather
arameters such as wind speed and direction, temperature, and
umidity are used to train and test a developed ANN to estimate
he amount of energy production of the wind turbine.

Although machine learning and computer vision methods
ave been considered as a tool to enhance the performance of
mart grids, to the best knowledge of the authors, there is no
ork employs them to estimate the angular velocity (AV) of the
ind turbine blades in a real wind farm. In our proposed method,
e consider that a wireless sensor network is applied to the wind

arm, and each sensor node is responsible for recording videos
nd sending video streams to the coordinator. The coordinator
an perform computer vision and machine learning algorithms
or the captured images. Using our proposed models and mining
ll data obtained from recorded videos, the angular velocity of
he turbine blade can be estimated. The velocity of a turbine
lade is related to the power generated by the WT (Bahaghighat

nd Motamedi, 2018; Li et al., 2001; Tasnim et al., 2018). In
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addition, our proposed model can be implemented to obtain and
analyze more information about the WTs, such as mechanical
distortions/deformations, surface damage/defects, super-heated
elements in rotor blades, gearbox, nacelles, slip rings, generators,
and transformers (Tchakoua et al., 2014; Stetco et al., 2019; Han
et al., 2019; Yan and Jia, 2019; Jiménez et al., 2019).

The remainder of the current paper is ordered as follows:
In the second section, we do review a couple of related studies.

In Section 3, we present the methodology of our proposed ap-
proach. The simulations and experimental results of the proposed
algorithm. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude the paper.

2. Related works

Today, machine learning (ML) methods have become the focus
of interest in pieces of literature for smart monitoring and intelli-
gent control of energy systems (Rudin et al., 2011; Anderson et al.,
2011; Fadlullah et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011). In Rudin et al.
(2011), they introduced a framework using advanced ML algo-
rithms to do predict some failures of components in the system.
In Anderson et al. (2011), the authors employed ML algorithms
to do manage the energy sources in SGs. The malicious activ-
ity monitoring along with intrusion detection/protection have
been analyzed using ML techniques in SG telecommunication
platforms (Fadlullah et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011).

In Zhang and Lai (2012), the authors presented an intelligent
monitoring system for smart grids based on computer vision. One
of the key topics in the computer vision (CV) and ML algorithms
is the object recognition. In order to recognize an object in the
input image, at first, its features should be extracted. Diverse
approaches have been proposed for feature extraction. Features
are a set of local interest points, which are common for object
detection problems (Lowe, 2004). Image matching is a primary
discriminative CV task in detecting of an object (Rublee et al.,
2011). The development of image matching using features can
be traced to the work on stereo matching and corner detector
(Lowe, 2004). A wide range of algorithms to use as features
extractors and descriptors is already available (e.g., in Lowe, 2004;
Rublee et al., 2011; Bay et al., 2006; Rosten et al., 2008; Calonder
et al., 2010; Babaie et al., 2018). In Lowe (2004), a Scale-Invariant
Feature Transform (SIFT) was presented as a method to do extract
distinguishing and invariant features from the input (images),
which it is possible to be used to make reliable and robust match-
ing among dissimilar views of objects or scenes. These invariant
features are considered to be insensitive and robust to both scale
and angular variations. The SIFT key point detectors and descrip-
tors, have been remarkably effective in diversified applications
such as object recognition using features (Lowe, 2004).

However, it produces a heavy computational burden, espe-
cially for real-time systems. This has led to in-depth research
toward replacement algorithms with lower computing cost such
as SURF/FAST (Lowe, 2004; Bay et al., 2006; Rosten et al., 2008;
Rosten and Drummond, 2006). In Bay et al. (2006), the authors
introduced a novel object detector and feature descriptor called
SURF that is scale/rotation invariant. It is competitive and of-
ten superior as compared to previously suggested schemes in
terms of repeatability, distinctiveness, and robustness, but can
be computed and compared much more quickly. FAST and its
variants (Rosten et al., 2008; Rosten and Drummond, 2006) are
excellent ways to test key points in real-time systems such as
parallel tracking and mapping (Klein and Murray, 2007). SIFT and
SURF are both based on a descriptor and a detector.

In addition to feature extraction algorithms, classification
methods are often needed to fulfill the object recognition task.
Due to a large amount of data in a smart grid, data scientists
use different types of supervised and unsupervised classification
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lgorithms (Dash et al., 2006; Parikh et al., 2010; Malathi et al.,
010; Samantaray et al., 2007; Bhalja and Maheshwari, 2008;
ivani and Evrenosoğlu, 2013; Bahaghighat et al., 2019a). One of
he most practical methods of supervised ML is known as SVM
support-vector-machines). SVM was introduced in Cortes and
apnik (1995), and it still attracts theoretical advances (Fard et al.,
014).
In Dash et al. (2006) and Parikh et al. (2010), authors used SVM

o classify faults in series-compensated transmission lines. The
uthors in Malathi et al. (2010), Samantaray et al. (2007), Bhalja
nd Maheshwari (2008) and Livani and Evrenosoğlu (2013) used
eatures extracted by discrete wavelet transform (DWT) as inputs
or SVMs. In Lowe (2004), an SVM is used for each phase as well
s an additional SVM has been added to distinguish faults and
ransient switching conditions. Like the mentioned approaches,
his article focuses on the application of computer vision and
achine learning techniques in smart grids. With considering

eature extractions and object detection methods with strong
lassification approaches, we develop a new model described in
he next section.

. The proposed method

In this section, we first express the methodology of our pro-
osed model. We tend to estimate the turbine blade velocity
sing image processing and machine learning approaches. To
e more specific, in our proposed method, a video stream is
onstantly being received from a camera embedded sensor node,
hich is dedicated to a wind turbine tower (WTT). Then, the
ideo stream is relayed to a coordinator node, which is a high-end
eceiver and is able to execute complex algorithms. Our model is
eveloped based on detecting two important landmarks in each
mage frame, which are named hub and blade.

Firstly, we have to detect the hub in each frame of the input
ideo as the main landmark in the image. Fig. 1 illustrates sam-
les of different input images. This work used some well-known
eature extraction algorithms such as SIFT, SURF, and FAST (Lowe,
004; Bay et al., 2006; Rosten et al., 2008). When key points
re going to be extracted, an appropriate template-matching al-
orithm should be applied. Here, we deploy Brute force (Lowe,
004) and FLANN (Fast Library for Approximate Nearest Neigh-
ors) based matcher (Muja and Lowe, 2014) to associate the
escriptors for the train and test images in order to compare
heir performance. The BF matcher works simply; it acquires the
escriptor in the first set. Then, in the second set, it tries to do
ompare it with all others deploying a distance calculation. Then
he nearest candidates are introduced as the best score matches.
LANN actually includes a bunch of optimal algorithms for a rapid
earest neighbor (NN) searches in the relatively large datasets
ith high dimensional features. As a result, the hub location is
stimated by the matcher. Based on the estimated coordinates
or the hub, the sub-image is cropped as the region of interest
ROI). Preferably, it is supposed to be at the top of the hub and
s used to detect the presence/absence of a blade in this patch
Fig. 1(a)). Now, the proposed SVM classifier, which has been
rained with our database, is used to decide whether the ROI
ontains a blade or not. The presence or absence of blades in
onsecutive frames of a video creates a periodic 1D pattern in
ime domain. Taking advantages of some strong approaches such
s FFT (Fast Fourier Transform), STFT (Short Time Fourier Trans-
orm), and WT (Wavelet Transform), the dominant frequency (wr )
of the periodic output signal can be extracted. Finally, having
the frame rate (fs)) of the input video and estimated frequency
(wr ), the blade velocity (VB)) can be calculated by our proposed
formula in our earlier work (Bahaghighat and Motamedi, 2018).
Fig. 2 presents our proposed algorithm more elaborately.
3

3.1. Hub detection

As mentioned before, the first and foremost step of our al-
gorithm is to localize the hub of the wind tower in each image
frame. This task is called the object recognition and that is a
fundamental aspect of our model.

To match and recognize the image, features must be extracted
accurately and correctly from a set of reference images. The
feature vector of a new arrival image is then compared with all
records in the database to find candidate matching features and
be matched (Lowe, 2004). In this work, we use some different
algorithms which have proven significant success in object recog-
nition applications to extract features from each image: SIFT,
SURF, and FAST (Lowe, 2004; Bay et al., 2006; Rosten et al., 2008).
In the case of detecting landmarks of a wind tower, they had an
efficient performance.

Once the hub is located, the corresponding sub image IH (x, y)
is extracted to calculate its mass of center using Eq. (1) (Ba-
haghighat and Motamedi, 2018):

Cx =
M10

M00
, Cy =

M01

M00
(1)

Where Mij is obtained from Eq. (2):

Mij =

c∑
x=0

r∑
y=0

xiyiIH (x, y) (2)

Now, according to the extracted point (Cx, Cy), a bounding box
having the height BH and the width BW is assigned to the point at
radius r and angle θ . The angle θ is selected randomly between
θ1 and θ2 based on Eq. (3):

f (θ) =

{ 1
θ2 − θ1

θ1 ≤ θ ≤ θ2

0 otherwise
(3)

Radius r is also defined as Eq. (4):

r =

√
x2r + y2r (4)

Where xr and yr are defined as Eqs. (5) and (6):

xr = Cx + KxBH (5)

r = Cy + KyBW (6)

ince xr and yr can be at any coordinate in the image, θ is
elected randomly. Kx and Ky are numerical constants to tune xr
nd yr according to Cx and Cy. The primary phase forms the basic
tructure of our algorithm to be adaptive dynamically to variation
f the position of the hub in a sequence of images.

.2. Blade detection

Once we have selected a sub image as the detected hub, a
atch of neighboring pixels on top of the hub is defined as a
ounding box for the blade. In this step, we use the feature
xtraction algorithms used in the previous section to extract the
eatures and their corresponding descriptors for blades. From
orphological point of view, the turbine blade is a directional
attern. There are many algorithms such as Radon transform, Ga-
or wavelet transform (GWT), and Hough transform (HT) (Karim-
mehr et al., 2010; Bahaghighat et al., 2010, 2018; Bahaghighat
nd Mohammadi, 0000; Bahaghighat et al., 2019b) for analyzing
irectional patterns. Here, we suggested adding the Hough trans-
orm (Ballard, 1981) before the feature extraction stage to identify
he blade descriptors more accurately.

In Hough Transforms (HT), the lines are expressed in the polar
ystem.
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Fig. 1. Some image samples in our dataset. (a) Hub and blade are highlighted as two important landmarks. (b), (c), and (d) Some image samples of different video
streams.
d

B

Eq. (7) presents the y − x line in 2D space:

=

(
−

cos∅

sin∅

)
x +

( ρ

sin∅

)
(7)

Where ρ is referred as the algebraic distance and ∅ is the
angle between the x-axis and the line between the origin and the
nearest spot. Arranging the terms we would have Eq. (8):

ρ = x cos∅ + y sin∅ (8)

In general, for each point such as (x0, y0), it is possible to define
the bunch of lines that crosses it all together as Eq. (9):

ρ∅ = x0 cos∅ + y0 sin∅ (9)

Meaning that each pair (ρ∅,∅) represents each line that passes by
(x0, y0). As a rule, determining the number of intersections among
curves can be led to detection of a line. In point of fact, the more
curves intersect; the line represented by that intersection has
more points. In practice, we can define the least required number
of intersections as a threshold to detect a line. That is exactly
what the HT does. It records the intersection among all curves
of every individual point in the image. If its value is greater than
a certain threshold, it is affirmed as a line with the parameters
(ρ∅,∅) of the intersection (Guo et al., 2014).

After applying HT to the image, the information of each image
(whether or not it contains a blade) will form an array. This
array is inserted as input into SVM that is trained as our binary
classifier. The main purpose of using SVM is to probe a hyperplane
in N-D space (RN ) that distinctively classifies the data points.
We trained a linear SVM using two classes of blade images and
non-blade images. The images are first loaded, then split into
two datasets train and test with 0.8 split ratio. The trained SVM
is used to predict the presence of a blade in each input patch.
Consequently, these patches can be classified into two different
categories: blade (BL) and non-blade (NB) classes. Defined values
{ }
−1, +1 will then be assigned to the input images belonging to

4

the class of BL or the NB, respectively. We define this output as
blade score function (Bs(k)), for frame index k, this function is
efined as Eq. (10):

s = {Bs(k)|k = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,N} (10)

Where Eq. (11) represents Bs(k):

Bs(k) =

{
−1 SVMout

= NB
+1 SVMout

= BL (11)

Here N is the total number of frames in the observation time.
The last equation is based on the correct detection of the hub

position. This means that if we miss the hub consequently, we
will miss the blade, and this can decrease the angular velocity
estimation accuracy. In order to handle this issue, we have some
choices. We define hub detection function, H(k) as Eq. (12):

H(k) =

{
0 Hub is detected in the frame k
1 Hub is not detected in the frame k

(12)

Then we can rewrite blade score function as Eq. (13):

B(D)
s (k) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

−1 SVMout
= NB,H(k) = 0,D = 0

+1 SVMout
= BL,H(k) = 0,D = 0

−1 SVMout
= XX,H(k) = 1,D = 1

+1, SVMout
= XX,H(k) = 1,D = 2

−1x SVMout
= XX,H(k) = 1,D = 3

Bk−1
h SVMout

= XX,H(k) = 1,D = 4

(13)

According to Table 1, if D = 0, it means that we have detected
the hub and the decision between a blade and non-blade is made
just based on SVM outputs while if D ̸= 0 we have some
additional steps before SVM binary classification which depend

on the value of D. In Fig. 2, our algorithm for D = 4, is presented.
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Fig. 2. Diagram of our proposed algorithm for the angular velocity estimation.
able 1
ecision algorithms for blade detection.
D Hub status Decision algorithm

0 Detected Based on SVM output
1 Not detected None-blade with probability P = 1
2 Not detected Blade with probability P = 1
3 Not detected Random decision with Bernoulli distribution x ∼

B(P)
4 Not detected Hub position estimation based on SMA, EMA, and

ARIMA (Hansun and Kristanda, 2017; Adhikari
and Agrawal, 0000)

3.3. Missed hub problem

In the case that hub is not detected, H(k) = 1, the blade
etection phase is adversely affected, therefore the estimation of
elocity will result in erroneous value.
For solving the missed hub issue, we elaborate the most im-

ortant proposed approach based on history tracking of hub
ositions for D = 4. We used moving average methods to have a
mooth estimation of the hub location.

.3.1. Simple moving average (SMA)
As a most basic form of moving average (MA), Simple Moving

verage or SMA calculates an average of n data points in a data
tream of a time series. In SMA all data is weighted equally (Han-
un and Kristanda, 2017). SMA can be represented as Eq. (14):
5

SMAn =
1
n

k∑
t=k−n+1

(At) (14)

Where n is the number of periods included in the average, k is the
relative position of the currently considered period in the total
number of periods, and At is the actual value at time t .

3.3.2. Exponential moving average (EMA)
EMA is a type of smoothing function in which the weight re-

duction increases on older data found on its exponential weight-
ing factor. The most recent data receive more weight from EMA
than the previous ones. For each time series Y , EMA can be
calculated as Eq. (15) (Hansun and Kristanda, 2017):

St =

{
Y1, t = 1

αYt + (1 − α)St−α, t > 1 (15)

If the Yt is the value at time period t, St will be the EMA value
at time t, and α indicates the decrement degree of the weighting
value, also called constant-smoothing-factor. It ranges from zero
to one.

3.3.3. Autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA)
ARIMA (Autoregressive-integrated MA) is fitted to time series

data to forecast future values in series (Adhikari and Agrawal,
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Fig. 3. Our proposed Autoencoder architecture with the input image size of 90 × 90 for the blade detection step.
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(

F

a
1

T

T
c

∆

000). Eq. (16) defines ARIMA model mathematically:

1 −

p∑
i=1

∅iLi
)
(1 − L)dyt =

⎛⎝1 −

q∑
j=1

θjLj

⎞⎠ ϵt (16)

here p, q, and d are integers that define the order of the model.
t is the value of time series at time t . ϵt is the error term. L is the
ag operator, ∅i and θj are autoregressive part of the model and
arameters of moving average part, respectively. In this article,
e use the ARIMA (1, 0, 0) model (p = 1, q = 0, and d = 0)
o predict the location of the hubs. So we can rewrite Eq. (13) as
q. (17):
(D∗)
s (k) = Bk−1

h ,H∗(k) = 0,D∗
= 0 (17)

here Eq. (18) explains Bk−1
h :

k−1
h =

{
−1, SVMout

= NB
+1, SVMout

= BL
(18)

his means that we just need to run SVM classifier to make
ecision between blade and none-blade.

.4. SIFT, FAST, and Autoencoder

The main problem is that SIFT and its family are computa-
ionally very slow. This imposes some restrictions when using
hem in many real-time computer vision applications. In these
pplications, a high dimensional input data (image) can result in
very low-speed model (Zhao et al., 2016). In this work, we have
sed Autoencoder. An Autoencoder is a customized structure of
n artificial neural network (Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006).
t is considered as an effective computational method for space
eduction and representation learning (Wang et al., 2016, 2014).
ig. 3 shows our proposed Autoencoder architecture for the blade
lassification problem. Replacing SIFT and FAST with Autoencoder
ead to an increase on the accuracy. We will elaborate on this
ssue in Section 4.2.

.5. The angular velocity estimation of the blade

In the previous sections, the process of recognizing two im-
ortant landmarks (hub and blade) was discussed, which must
e executed for all input image frames. As a result, we obtain a
D array Bs containing {−1} or {+1}, corresponding to each input
rame. Each element of B represents the presence of the blade in
s

6

the corresponding frame image. The array can be represented as
a periodic signal. The rising or falling edge in this sequence is a
good demonstration of the rotation of the turbine blades. Since
we are interested in the velocity of the blade, it is inescapable
to focus on the detection of the signal dominant harmonic. The
point is to have an algorithm that can automatically measure
the dominant harmonic of the blade score function in order to
estimate the rotation frequency of the blades correctly.

To estimate blade velocity (VB), it is necessary to know the
frequency of rotation of blades. There are couple of useful math-
ematical tools such as FFT, STFT, and WT to extract the dominant
frequency of a given signal (Telgarsky, 0000; Newland, 2012).

3.5.1. Fast Fourier transform (FFT)
Given a set {fn} consisting of M samples of f (t), a set of

amples {Fm} of M discrete values of the input signal is generated
Newland, 2012). We use Eq. (19) to designate the 1-D DFT.

(u) =

M−1∑
r=0

f (x)e−i( 2πux
M ) (19)

If f (x) consists of M samples of a function f (t) taken ∆T units
part, the duration of the record consisting of the set {f (x)}, x = 0,
, 2, . . . , M −1, is as Eq. (20):

= M∆T (20)

he corresponding distance, ∆u, in the discrete frequency domain
an be written as Eq. (21):

u =
1

M∆T
=

1
T

(21)

The total frequency range covered by theM components of the
DFT is as Eq. (22):

w = M∆u =
1

∆T
(22)

Thus we see that the frequency resolution, ∆u, of the DFT de-
pends on the duration T during which the continuous function,
f (t), is sampled, and the range of frequencies covered by the DFT
depends on the sampling interval ∆T .

3.5.2. Short time Fourier transform (STFT)
It should be noted that the FT spectrum alone is not capable to

project the time localization (TL) of frequency components. TL can
be gained by suitably pre-windowing the signal x [n]. Accordingly,
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TFT or short-time-spectrum for a given signal x [n] is defined as
q. (23) (Quatieri, 2006):

TFT {x [n]} (m, w) = X (m, w) =

+∞∑
m=−∞

x [n]w [n − m] e−iωn (23)

.5.3. Wavelet transform (WT)
If f (n) = f (x0 + n∆x) for some x0, ∆x, and n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,

−1, the Discrete wavelet transform DWT for sequence f (n) will
e as
Eq. (24) (Nayak et al., 2016):

(k) =

∑
n

f (n)∅∗

j,k (t) (24)

here ∅j,k (t) is the mother wavelet and is computed using
q. (25):

t = 2j/2
∅
(
2jt − k

)
(25)
j,k ( )

7

n this work, we use the Gaussian derivative wavelet, which
q. (26) defines it:

(t) = Ce−ite−t2 (26)

here, C is an order-dependent normalization constant.

.5.4. Angular velocity estimation
On the basis of Eq. (27), providing that we obtain the dominant

requency of a signal wave as the rotation frequency of blade
wr ), then all the information needed to estimate the velocity is
repared. The velocity of the blade, VB, can be calculated in RPM
Round per Minute) using our proposed equation in our previous
ork (Bahaghighat and Motamedi, 2018):

B = 2π (wr fs)−1
× 60 (RPM) (27)

here f is the video frame rate in frame per second (fps).
s
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Fig. 5. Top-3 algorithms for hub detection problem. (a) Top-3 in Accuracy (%)
(b) Top-3 in speed (run time (s)).

4. Experiments and results

In the current section, we do evaluate the performance of
our proposed method to estimate the blade velocity for some
captured videos. They have taken in a real wind turbine farm.
We were receiving each video stream as the main input of the
algorithm. Then, we converted it into image frames for later
evaluations. Note that all the simulations were done in Python.

4.1. Using SURF, SIFT, and FAST with BF and FLANN for the hub
detection

First, the hub location is determined, and then based on its
coordinates; an image patch is selected. Fig. 4 demonstrates the
obtained results of the first stage of our algorithm. Fig. 4(a)
8

through (f) indicate the detection of the hub and blade in different
frames of various videos. It is evident that the presence of the
blades in a sequence of frames represents the rotation of the
blades.

As discussed in Section 3, we evaluated the different feature
extraction algorithms for the detection phase of hubs and blades.
We carry out our experiments in different image sizes. The re-
sults are presented in Table 2. To do performance evaluation, we
calculated the Accuracy using Eq. (28) :

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(28)

Where TP (True Positive) is the overall number of correctly
lassified blade images (BL) while FN (False Negative) is the total
number of samples for which the classification result is NB class
(but miss-classified). TN (True Negative) presents the number of
samples that truly classified as NB class. Ultimately, FP (False
Positive) holds the number of samples that belongs to BL but
misclassified (Zhong et al., 2019). According to Table 2, although
SIFT is scale invariant; it performs weakly in respect of speed in
particular while followed by Brute-Force matcher.

We also observed that FAST slightly outperforms other de-
tectors on smaller images. Furthermore, it is faster in terms of
detection runtime. According to Table 2, FLANN matcher works
faster than Brute-Force matcher does.

4.1.1. Efficient key point matching
In order to enhance the accuracy, we applied the ratio test,

used in Lowe (2004), to eliminate erroneous matches and get the
best matches in our scheme. The best candidate, which is the well
matched to each key point, can be spotted by probing its adjacent
neighbor in the database. The nearest neighbor (NN) is defined as
the key point with the smallest Euclidean distance for

the invariant descriptor vector. However, many features of an
image do not match correctly in the training database because
they are based on background or not recognized in the training
images. Therefore, it makes sense to be able to ignore features
that do not match well the database. An efficacious measurement
is gained when we compare the NN distance to the second-
nearest neighbor (Lowe, 2004). To be more specific, consider a
descriptor in image a, as desa. Take two closest descriptors in
image b as des1b and des2b . We can rewrite the ratio test (rt) in
Lowe (2004) as Eq. (29):

rt =
d
(
desa, des1b

)
d
(
desa, des2b

) (29)

where, d (desa, desb) is the Euclidean distance between two de-
scriptors desa and desb. des1b is the closest descriptor and des2b is
the second closest descriptor in image b.

For our object recognition implementation, we reject all avail-
able matches in which the ratio test is greater than 0.7 (Bad
matches). According to Table 2, rejecting bad matches leads to
some improvement on Accuracy.

For a better comparison and more emphasis on achieved re-
sults, Fig. 5 is depicted for the top three algorithms in terms of
both accuracy and runtime, based on data recorded in Table 2. As
a result, the FAST and SURF with Brute-Force matcher for image
size 32 × 32 is selected as the best method for the hub detection
problem.

4.1.2. Hub detection accuracy improvement
To solve the problem of missed hubs, we first investigate the

variation of x and y coordinates of the detected hubs. We plot
x and y coordinates of the located hub for a video in Fig. 6. We
assign x = 0 and y = 0 for the image frames, which hub cannot
be detected. It shows results of 200 frames of a video with 3% hub
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Fig. 6. Evaluation of hub center variations for 200 consecutive images using SIFT and Brute-Force with 3% hub loss rate. (a) Horizontal movement (X-axis) (b) Vertical
ovement (Y -axis).
A

loss rate in detecting the hub. Which the hub loss rate (lrH ) can
be calculated by Eq. (30):

lrH =

∑N
k=1 H(k)
N

× 100 (30)

here k is frame index, N is the total number of frames in the
time window, and H(k) is the hub detection function.

Now, we extend our evaluation for four different videos, in-
cluding more than 1902 frames in total. By removing all frames
where no hub detected in them, the Whisker box is depicted In
Fig. 7. Based on accurate hub estimation, horizontal and vertical
movements of a hub shows very low variance. It can be derived
that the position of a hub for a frame with the missed hub can be
estimated based on other frames.

The results of three moving average methods for a video are
illustrated in Fig. 8. This figure shows the original (Cx, Cy) in the
ase that we assigned Cx = 0 and Cy = 0 for the image frames,
hich hub is not detected. As it is clear from the Whisker box
lot in Fig. 9, the coordinates of x and y are widely scattered.
he simulation results show that with elimination of the outlier
ocations using moving average methods (SMA, EMA, and ARIMA),
he hub location loss rate will be zero. Se we have H∗(k) = 0, for
ll k. Knowing the true location of the hub in all image frames
ill lead to an accurate velocity estimation.

.2. SIFT, FAST, Autoencoder, and SVM classifier for blade detection

After recognizing the hub position in the input image, the next
tep is detecting the blade. For simplicity, the detection scenario
s performed here only on the SIFT and FAST&SIFT detectors with
ifferent image sizes {32 × 32, 64 × 64, 224 × 224, 299 × 299}.
9

As the blade is a directional pattern, we add a Hough transform
before the extraction function to increase the accuracy of the
blade detection phase. Then, the descriptors of blade’s features
are used SVM input vectors for training, testing, and prediction.
To conduct these experiments, the classifier is trained at different
image sizes. The result of the blade detection phase is summa-
rized in Table 3. The Average Accuracy is calculated using Eqs. (31),
(32), and (33).

α =

N∑
i=1

Pr (Ci|Si) = Pr (C1|S1) + Pr (C2|S2) (31)

β = Pr (C1|S2) + Pr (C2|S1) (32)

Ci: ith class, Si: Input image belonged to class Ci.

verage Accuracy =
α

α + β
(33)

Table 3 clearly indicates that our idea to adding Hough trans-
form before the extraction function can dramatically enhance the
accuracy. The performance measurement of our SVM classifier is
also depicted through a confusion matrix in Fig. 10.

SIFT algorithm had found to achieve a high matching rate
with robustness under different image transformations. As dis-
cussed in Section 3.4, to improve the result of blade detection,
we replaced SIFT and FAST&SIFT with Autoencoder. The candidate
input image to the Autoencoder is a masked image that resulted
from the Hub object detection algorithm and Eqs. (1) to (6).
The archived images in this step may have different sizes. Our
statistical analysis in whole the dataset shows that horizontal and
vertical dimensions of a masked image that should be fed into a
binary classifier may vary from just 20 pixels to more than 500
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Table 2
Results of hub detection algorithms.
Method Image size Average runtime

(per image in second)
Accuracy

Detector & descriptor Matcher Before rejecting
bad matches

After rejecting bad
matches

SIFT Brute-Force 32 × 32 0.1045 74.3% 78.0%
64 × 64 0.1230 74.9% 77.0%
224 × 224 0.1639 77.2% 77.9%
299 × 299 0.2029 77.9% 78.4%

SURF Brute-Force 32 × 32 0.0810 18.9% 20.8%
64 × 64 0.0879 71.0% 74.1%
224 × 224 0.1114 74.9% 76.5%
299 × 299 0.1498 72.6% 74.1%

FAST&SIFT Brute-Force 32 × 32 0.0373 82.2% 83.7%
64 × 64 0.0386 82.0% 83.9%
224 × 224 0.0382 46.9% 51.8%
299 × 299 0.0386 32.8% 39.6%

FAST&SURF Brute-Force 32 × 32 0.0259 82.1% 83.6%
64 × 64 0.0451 80.6% 82.4%
224 × 224 0.0856 43.1% 46.4%
299 × 299 0.0332 32.1% 35.6%

SIFT FLANN 32 × 32 0.0806 78.4% 79.7%
64 × 64 0.0910 78.6% 79.4%
224 × 224 0.1350 78.9% 79.8%
299 × 299 0.1693 79.3% 80.7%

SURF FLANN 32 × 32 0.0776 20.2% 20.8%
64 × 64 0.0828 73.5% 72.9%
224 × 224 0.1011 76.4% 77.0%
299 × 299 0.1285 74.8% 75.0%

FAST&SIFT FLANN 32 × 32 0.0367 79.3% 79.9%
64 × 64 0.0375 80.9% 81.4%
224 × 224 0.0352 45.4% 46.3%
299 × 299 0.0391 31.0% 32.1%

FAST&SURF FLANN 32 × 32 0.0264 82.1% 83.2%
64 × 64 0.0341 79.4% 80.4%
224 × 224 0.0352 46.3% 46.8%
299 × 299 0.0257 31.9% 32.5%
Fig. 7. Whisker box of hubs coordinates for four different videos in the case that image size of database is 64 × 64 and miss frames rejection.
ixels. In order to have the equal size, we set 90 × 90 image sizes
o apply uniform size for all datasets before using Autoencoder.
s a result, the first layer in our proposed architecture has 90 ×

0 × 3 equal to 24300 neurons. The second and the third layers
ave 4096 and 2048 neurons, respectively. The latent space size is
lso selected to be 1024. The selected activation function for the
10
last hidden layer of Decoder is Sigmoid (∅ (x) = 1/(1 + exp(−x))
while Relu (max(0, x)) is applied for other layers.

Replacing SIFT and FAST&SIFT with Autoencoder let us increas-
ing the features vector size up to 1024. According to Table 3,
this increment ultimately leads to more accuracy about 91.06%
in comparison with 85.00% for SIFT.
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Fig. 8. Evaluation of applying moving average methods on the video, hub center variations in 200 consecutive images of a video using FAST & SIFT and FLANN with
41% hub loss rate. (a) Horizontal movement (X-axis) (b) Vertical movement (Y -axis).
Fig. 9. Comparison of hub coordinates variation, using SMA, EMA, and ARIMA approaches.
.3. Visualization of dataset using PCA

Finally, Fig. 11 illustrates a 3D perspective of features distri-
ution in Blade & Non-Blade binary classification problem using
rincipal component analysis (PCA). PCA is a fast and flexible
undamental unsupervised method for dimensionality reduction
n data (Ivosev et al., 2008). It extracts important features from
large set of features available in a dataset. This reduction in
imensional space is useful in the context of evaluating features
s for visualization. With fewer features, it is easier to visually
erify the output model (Ivosev et al., 2008). If the data is poten-
ially separable, it helps to set expectations on the classification
11
accuracy. We perform dimensionality reduction over a subset of
features and check how the labels are distributed in the reduced
3D space. If they appear to be separate, this means that high
classification performance is expected when using this set of
features. This figure shows that the classes are discriminated very
well based on our proposed algorithm.

4.4. Velocity estimation based on FFT, STFT, and WT

At the last step of our simulations, we store the results for a
video stream including about 400 frames as a one-dimensional
array consisting of +1 and −1. Figs. 12 and 13 show the results
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Table 3
Results of blade detection algorithms: Average accuracy.
Method Image size Average runtime

(per image in second)
Average accuracy

Detector & descriptor Classifier Before Hough transform After Hough transform

SIFT SVM 32 × 32 0.0482 61.00% 72.00%
64 × 64 0.1442 62.23% 82.00%
224 × 224 0.1710 55.66% 85.00%
299 × 299 0.1554 56.33% 83.66%

FAST&SIFT SVM 32 × 32 0.0354 58.66% 78.66%
64 × 64 0.0326 54.36% 82.3%
224 × 224 0.0322 51.33% 69.00%
299 × 299 0.0319 50.66% 66.33%

Autoencoder SVM 90 × 90 0.0224 74.66% 91.06%
Table 4
Results of velocity estimation stage based on SIFT.

Method Input FR (fps) Estimated
frequency (Hz)

Velocity (RPM) Std. Dev Accuracy
Estimated True

FFT
Video 1 30

0.208 60.21
68

0.0119 88.54%
STFT 0.206 60.85 0.0128 89.48%
Wavelet 0.210 59.72 0.0171 87.82%

FFT
Video 2 30

0.144 86.72
82

0.0123 94.24%
STFT 0.141 88.62 0.0133 91.92%
Wavelet 0.142 87.99 0.0147 92.69%

FFT
Video 3 30

0.769 16.32
18

0.0109 90.66%
STFT 0.775 16.21 0.0142 90.05%
Wavelet 0.769 16.33 0.0166 90.72%

FFT
Video 4 30

0.203 61.84
67

0.0132 92.29%
STFT 0.202 62.05 0.0145 92.61%
Wavelet 0.208 60.18 0.0151 89.82%
t
a

A
Fig. 10. Normalized confusion matrix of simulation results using SVM for SIFT
algorithm with the image size of 224 × 224.

for two different video streams (Video 1 and Video 2), in which
the turbine blades rotate at different speeds (see Table 4).

In Fig. 12, the blade score function of video1 are compared
for D = 1, 2, 3 and 4 while in Fig. 13, it is demonstrated just
for D = 4 for Video 2 with higher speed than the Video 1. As
indicated in Section 3,using some signal processing techniques,
the base harmonic of score signal can be extracted as the ro-
tating frequency of blade (VB). Whether or not the dominant
frequency is seen in the data visualizing graphs, the best way to
detect it is to use a spectrogram (from Fourier transform) or a
scalogram (from a wavelet transform Telgarsky, 0000). Table 5
12
Table 5
Results of velocity estimation stage based on Autoencoder.
Method Input Standard deviation Accuracy

FFT
Video 1

0.0105 89.26%
STFT 0.0111 90.88%
Wavelet 0.0159 87.93%

FFT
Video 2

0.0119 95.36%
STFT 0.0128 92.71%
Wavelet 0.0144 93.40%

FFT
Video 3

0.0101 90.94%
STFT 0.0126 90.81%
Wavelet 0.0184 91.62%

FFT
Video 4

0.0141 92.96%
STFT 0.0137 92.41%
Wavelet 0.0139 90.52%

briefly summarizes the performance of each approach for four
different videos. Finally, by replacing wr and fs = 30 in Eq. (27),
he velocity of blade can be estimated as shown in Table 5. The
ccuracy of our method is defined as Eq. (34):

ccuracy =
V̂B

VB
(34)

where V̂B is the estimated velocity and VB is the true value.
The results of our proposed method in Table 6 shows that our

new model has achieved the higher accuracy about 95.36% in es-
timating the blade velocity. It means that the sharp enhancement
is achieved found on our new algorithm.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated a unique application of com-
puter vision and signal processing techniques in power systems.
We proposed a novel method to estimate the velocity of wind
turbine blades. The blade velocity can also be used to predict
the amount of WTF’s electric power production (Li et al., 2001).
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Fig. 11. Features distribution in 3D space using PCA for the proposed blade detection algorithm.
Table 6
Comparison of our new approach for blade velocity estimation with the previous one.
Method Accuracy

Proposed (FAST&SURF + Brute-Force, ARIMA, Hough transform, Autoencoder + SVM, FFT) 95.36%
Proposed (FAST&SURF + Brute-Force, ARIMA, Hough transform, SIFT + SVM, FFT) 94.24%
Pearson’s correlation coefficient + GWT (Bahaghighat and Motamedi, 2018) 73.26%
Wind energy intrinsically can be modeled as function of weather
conditions. Gathering history of weather data with any infor-
mation related to generated power profiles can be deployed to
train advanced learning algorithms to construct accurate pre-
diction models. These models could be evaluated to forecast
power production during short and even long-term analyses.
Besides, accurate and perpetual prediction models of the existing
wind farms can be led to develop new stations with lower costs
(Tasnim et al., 2018).

In this work, the prime significant issue was to localize the
andmarks with high precision. We applied feature extraction al-
orithms to search for both hubs and blades. Having the location
f landmarks paved the way toward accurate velocity estimation.
he high wind in the wind farm can cause the camera to vibrate
n successive frames, and the noise in the input images can
lso strengthen the problem. This can impose some drifts in the
ub positions in order of some pixels. The proposed softening
lgorithms SMA, EMA, and ARIMA were applied to handle this
ssue as well as decreasing the misdetection of the hub. As a
esult, the hub position in the image can be assumed to be almost
tationary. The ROI position for blade search will also be approxi-
ately constant. Rotation of the blade in successive frames leads

o some changes for all objects in the ROI. The task of SVM is
o reveal these changes. By applying the binary SVM classifier
nd 1D signal frequency analysis methods, the angular velocity
f the turbine blade was accurately estimated. It is found that
AST& SURF as feature extractor and descriptor with Brute-Force

atcher outperformed in hub detection, while SIFT was a better

13
method for blade detection. Moreover, the simulation results
have shown that the performance of FFT, STFT, and Wavelet are
more or less similar to extract the dominant frequency. Benefiting
from ARIMA model, we ultimately could improve the accuracy of
the estimated blade’s velocity to 94.24%. Ultimately, with replac-
ing SIFT and FAST&SIFT with our Autoencoder architecture, we
achieved 95.36% accuracy in estimation of the velocity.
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Fig. 12. Results of blade score function using SIFT on 64 × 64 image size database. (a) D = 1 (b) D = 2 (c) D = 3 (d) D = 4 .
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Fig. 13. Results of blade score function. Using SIFT on 64 × 64 image size database for D = 4.
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